Caesar

FREEDOM in cinemas now!
We've finally made it to the opening weekend of the national release
of FREEDOM. We're excited to share with you that FREEDOM opens in over
100 cinemas around the country - that's over 100 local communities able to
connect with this stirring feature film.

One for your diary!
Celebrate the Spring Gardening season with our inaugural

The Green FingersCocktail Party
Friday 19 September 6 pm – 8pm

FREEDOM is being released as a general cinema release.
That means it'll be up on the board, on the cinema's website and open for the general public to attend multiple sessions per day. Session times for FREEDOM are
now up on cinema websites so check with your local cinema for times. A full list of
sites can be found here.

Opening weekend is absolutely critical for FREEDOM.
A strong opening weekend paves the way for FREEDOM to play for a longer time
at each cinema, so the more successful the opening weekend, the bigger the po-

Enjoy Chicken and Champagne
and a presentation by local nursery experts.

tential the film has to connect with Australian hearts.

We have potential to influence the nation with FREEDOM.
This is not an understatement. FREEDOM is having quite a wide release around Aus-

Bring your friends to the Parish Hall for interesting insight into new
plants and ideas for all types of gardens.
Tickets ($25.00 per head) available on Sunday 31 August

tralia and there is great potential for this movie to nudge people towards a life of freedom for themselves. Our passion is for FREEDOM to nudge people towards God as
they embrace this powerful and moving story. Take advantage of the opening weekend
special offer and enjoy FREEDOM this weekend.
Tickets are just $12.50 each (min 2). For voucher: http://themoviefreedom.com/offers/
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